
2023 Dazzling Stars Pole Championship Criteria 
Level :                       Number :                    Judge : 
 
Pole Sport  
Technical Points 70 Points 

Criteria items Explanation  Points    

Difficulty of Movements Average difficulty for overall movements  (    ) / 5 points  
Difficulty of Combinations Average difficulty for overall combinations  (    ) / 5 points  
Technique Diversity Demonstrating multiple variations of movements (i.e. 

different ways of climbing the pole or inversions.)   
(    ) / 6 points  

Overall Fluency Including the fluency on the pole, floor to pole, pole to 
floor.  

(    ) / 10 points  

Flexibility Movements Demonstrating the flexibility of limbs, back, shoulders, chest 
and other areas.  

(    ) / 6 points  

Strength Movements Demonstrating Strength movements such as Table top, 
Planche(Plank), Iron X, Deadlift...  

(    ) / 6 points  

Dynamic Movements Spinning movements on a static pole. Spins will only be 
taken account while over 360 degrees(an entire spin). May 
combine 2~3 different spinning movements to create more 
spins.  

(    ) / 6 points  

Acrobatic Technique  Demonstrating various acrobatic technique (such as Fonji, 
Flip, Regrip, Drop, Flickflack, Flickflack on the pole. The 
same technique demonstrated will not be counted again.  

(    ) /10 points  
 

The Execution of Lines and 
Angles  

Pointed knees and toes and whether the movements are 
facing the audience properly while during or finishing it.  

(    ) / 10 points  

Special/Original 
Movements or Combos 

Creative or original movements, combination or 
interpretation of theme. 

(    ) / 6 points  

 

Artistic Points 30 Points  

Criteria items Explanation Points 
Musicality Whether the performer are able to use the beats, rhythms, 

melodies and lyrics of the music to correspond their pole 
technique and choreography properly.  

(    ) / 10 points  

The Use of Stage  Demonstrating movements on different pole heights and 
put the entire stage(front, back, left, right) into good use  

(      ) / 5 points  

Floor Movements  Demonstration of all various floor movements(may include 
using the pole)  

(      ) / 5 points  

Choreography  Whether the design of choreography matches the theme 
and character.   

(      ) / 5 points  



Overall Appearance 
(costume, hair and makeup)  

Whether the overall costume, make up and hair matches 
the theme and character.  

(      ) / 5 points  

 

 

Additional Deduction   
Additional Deduction is combined of 20 points of Continues Deduction and 20 points of One-Time 
Deduction. Competitor will be added another 40 points if zero points were been deducted. 

 

Continues Deduction  
Deduct every time while happening until 20 points of maximum deduction.  
 

Poor execution of technique movements  -0.5 each time X (   )  
Bad angles and line  -1 each time  X (     )  
Poor transition between movements(including floor and pole)   -1 each time  X (     )  
Slippery or loosing balance  -2 each time  X (     )  
Wiping hand on cloth, hair or the floor in order to dry their hands  -2 each time  X (     )  
Hair unproperly tied up or loosen causing poor execution of movements   -1 each time  X (     )  

  
One Time Deduction  
Deduct once while happening until 20 points of maximum deduction.  
 

Not using static and spinning pole evenly  -3 

Not reaching the top of the pole  -3 

Not touching the pole more then 30 seconds  -2 

Falling/Sliding (Unintentionally falling from the pole to the ground) -10 

Costume accidently damaged  -2  

 
 
Penalty Deduction on Total Score 

In addition to the deduction conditions specified in the score standard document, participants will have 
their total score deducted for violating the following rules: 
 

Violations Deduction on Total Score 

Failed to enter or exit the stage from designated areas; 
Participant or human prop jumping off the stage 

-5 

Failed to submit music file before the deadline -5 

Participant and/or human prop touching the truss during  
the performance 

-5 



Human prop touching the poles during the performance -5 

Amateur and semi-pro groups executing prohibited moves -20 

Participant or human prop(s) dropping props off the stage -10 

Using props or human prop(s) without submitting the  
props listing form  

-5 

Using props or human prop(s) in the Pole Sport category -5 

Lip syncing (singing or speaking) -5 

Using gloves without submitting medical proof -10 

Using unauthorized grip aid, such as Itac, Itac2, Spray Rosin, Chalk etc.  -20 

 
 
Disqualification 
 
If any of the rules below are violated, the organizers will determine whether to disqualify the participant 
based on the severity of the circumstances.  

• Affecbng or acacking other parbcipants during the compebbon. 
• Providing false informabon on the registrabon form and contract. 
• Severe lateness that affects the compebbon schedule. 
• Failure to submit music on the day of the compebbon. 
• Serious violabon of the prohibited moves in the amateur and semi-pro groups. 
• Nudity or exposure of any kind. 
• Wearing bikini or G-string 
• Wearing oueit with studio name or sponsoring unit or cooperabon   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



2023 Dazzling Stars Pole Championship Criteria 
Level :                       Number :                    Judge : 
 
Pole Art  
Technical Points 40 Points  

Criteria items Explanation  Points    

Difficulty of Movements Average difficulty for overall movements  (    ) / 5 points  
Difficulty of Combinations Average difficulty for overall combinations  (    ) / 5 points  
Technique Diversity Demonstrating multiple variations of movements (i.e. 

different ways of climbing the pole or inversions.)   
(    ) / 5 points  

Overall Fluency Including the fluency on the pole, floor to pole, pole to 
floor.  

(    ) / 5 points  

The Execution of Lines and 
Angles  

Pointed knees and toes and whether the movements are 
facing the audience properly while during or finishing it.  

(    ) / 10 points  

Special/Original 
Movements or Combos 

Creative or original movements, combination or 
interpretation of theme. 

(    ) / 10 points  

 

Artistic Points 60 Points  

Criteria items Explanation Points 
Musicality Whether the performer are able to use the beats, rhythms, 

melodies and lyrics of the music to correspond their pole 
technique and choreography properly.  

(    ) / 10 points  

Imagery / Artistic 
conception or a complete 
story line 

Clearly demonstrating a complete story or the emotion of 
the character, or resenting a clear imagery or an artistic 
conception.  

(      ) / 10 points  

Artistic creativity and 
originality  

Whether the performer are able to use a creative or original 
way to present it’s story, character, emotion or theme.  

(      ) / 10 points  

Choreography Whether the design of choreography matches the theme 
and character.   

(      ) / 10 points  

Stage performance A overall performance (including pole technique, 
choreography and floor ). Whether the performer can 
attract and cause respond from the audience   

(      ) / 10 points  

The Use of Stage  Demonstrating movements on different pole heights and 
put the entire stage(front, back, left, right) into good use  

(      ) / 5 points  

Overall Appearance 
(costume,hair and makeup)  

Whether the overall costume, make up and hair matches 
the theme and character.  

(      ) / 5 points  

 

 

 

 



Pole Art  
Additional Deduction   
Additional Deduction is combined of 25 points of Continues Deduction and 15 points of One-Time 
Deduction. Competitor will be added another 40 points if zero points were been deducted. 
 
 
Continues Deduction  
Deduct every time while happening until 25 points of maximum deduction.  
 

Poor execution of technique movements  -0.5 each time X (   )  
Bad angles and line  -1 each time  X (     )  
Poor transition between movements(including floor and pole)   -1 each time  X (     )  

Slippery or loosing balance  -2 each time  X (     )  
Wiping hand on cloth, hair or the floor in order to dry their hands  -2 each time  X (     )  
Hair unproperly tied up or loosen causing poor execution of movements   -1 each time  X (     )  
Miss uses of prop or human prop. Prop falling or dropping unintentionally.  -1 each time  X (     )  

  
 

One Time Deduction  
Deduct once while happening until 15 points of maximum deduction.  
 

Using only static pole or spinning pole -3 

Falling/Sliding (Unintentionally falling from the pole to the ground) -10 

Costume accidently damaged  -2  

 
 
Penalty Deduction on Total Score 

In addition to the deduction conditions specified in the score standard document, participants will have 
their total score deducted for violating the following rules: 
 

Violations Deduction on Total Score 

Failed to enter or exit the stage from designated areas; 
Participant or human prop jumping off the stage 

-5 

Failed to submit music file before the deadline -5 

Participant and/or human prop touching the truss during  
the performance 

-5 

Human prop touching the poles during the performance -5 

Amateur and semi-pro groups executing prohibited moves -20 

Participant or human prop(s) dropping props off the stage -10 



Using props or human prop(s) without submitting the  
props listing form  

-5 

Using props or human prop(s) in the Pole Sport category -5 

Lip syncing (singing or speaking) -5 

Using gloves without submitting medical proof -10 

Using unauthorized grip aid, such as Itac, Itac2, Spray Rosin, Chalk etc.  -20 

 
 
Disqualification 
 
If any of the rules below are violated, the organizers will determine whether to disqualify the participant 
based on the severity of the circumstances.  

• Affecbng or acacking other parbcipants during the compebbon. 
• Providing false informabon on the registrabon form and contract. 
• Severe lateness that affects the compebbon schedule. 
• Failure to submit music on the day of the compebbon. 
• Serious violabon of the prohibited moves in the amateur and semi-pro groups. 
• Nudity or exposure of any kind. 
• Wearing bikini or G-string 
• Wearing oueit with studio name or sponsoring unit or cooperabon   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



2023 Dazzling Stars Pole Championship Criteria 
Level :                       Number :                    Judge : 
 
Pole Exotic 

Technical Points 60 Points 

Criteria items Explanation  Points    

Difficulty of Movements Average difficulty for overall movements  (    ) / 4 points  
Difficulty of Combinations Average difficulty for overall combinations  (    ) / 4 points  
Technique Diversity Demonstrating multiple variations of movements (i.e. 

different ways of climbing the pole or inversions.)   
(    ) / 5 points  

Overall Fluency Including the fluency on the pole, floor to pole, pole to 
floor.  

(    ) / 5 points  

Flexibility Movements Demonstrating the flexibility of limbs, back, shoulders, chest 
and other areas.  

(    ) / 4 points  

Strength Movements Demonstrating Strength movements such as Table top, 
Planche(Plank), Iron X, Deadlift...  

(    ) / 4 points  

Dynamic Movements Spinning movements on a static pole. Spins will only be 
taken account while over 360 degrees(an entire spin). May 
combine 2~3 different spinning movements to create more 
spins.  

(    ) / 4 points  

Floor work All kinds of movements on the floor( may include interacting 
with pole)  

(    ) / 10 points  
 

The Execution of Lines and 
Angles  

Pointed knees and toes and whether the movements are 
facing the audience properly while during or finishing it.  

(    ) / 10 points  

Special/Original 
Movements or Combos 

Creative or original movements, combination or 
interpretation of theme. 

(    ) / 10 points  

 

Artistic Points 40 Points  

Criteria items Explanation Points 
Musicality Whether the performer are able to use the beats, rhythms, 

melodies and lyrics of the music to correspond their pole 
technique and choreography properly.  

(    ) / 10 points  

Choreography  Whether the design of choreography matches the theme 
and character.   

(      ) / 10 points  

Stage performance  
 

A overall performance (including pole technique, 
choreography and floor ). Whether the performer can 
attract and cause respond from the audience   

(      ) / 10 points  

The Use of Stage  Demonstrating movements on different pole heights and 
put the entire stage(front, back, left, right) into good use  

(      ) / 5 points  



Overall Appearance 
(costume, hair and makeup)  

Whether the overall costume, make up and hair matches 
the theme and character.  

(      ) / 5 points  

 

Pole Exotic 
Additional Deduction   
Additional Deduction is combined of 20 points of Continues Deduction and 20 points of One-Time 
Deduction. Competitor will be added another 40 points if zero points were been deducted. 

 

Continues Deduction  

Deduct every time while happening until 20 points of maximum deduction.  
 

Poor execution of technique movements  -0.5 each time X (   )  
Bad angles and line  -1 each time  X (     )  
Poor transition between movements(including floor and pole)   -1 each time  X (     )  
Slippery or loosing balance  -2 each time  X (     )  
Wiping hand on cloth, hair or the floor in order to dry their hands  -2 each time  X (     )  
Hair unproperly tied up or loosen causing poor execution of movements   -1 each time  X (     )  
Miss use of prop or human prop. Prop falling or dropping unintentionally.  -1 each time  X (     )  

  
One Time Deduction  
Deduct once while happening until 20 points of maximum deduction.  
 

Bare foot more than one minute -5 

Using only static pole or spinning pole -3 

Falling/Sliding (Unintentionally falling from the pole to the ground) -10 

Costume accidently damaged  -2  

 
 
Penalty Deduction on Total Score 

In addition to the deduction conditions specified in the score standard document, participants will have 
their total score deducted for violating the following rules: 
 

Violations Deduction on Total Score 

Failed to enter or exit the stage from designated areas; 
Participant or human prop jumping off the stage 

-5 

Failed to submit music file before the deadline -5 

Participant and/or human prop touching the truss during  
the performance 

-5 



Human prop touching the poles during the performance -5 

Amateur and semi-pro groups executing prohibited moves -20 

Participant or human prop(s) dropping props off the stage -10 

Using props or human prop(s) without submitting the  
props listing form  

-5 

Using props or human prop(s) in the Pole Sport category -5 

Lip syncing (singing or speaking) -5 

Using gloves without submitting medical proof -10 

Using unauthorized grip aid, such as Itac, Itac2, Spray Rosin, Chalk etc.  -20 

 
 
Disqualification 
 
If any of the rules below are violated, the organizers will determine whether to disqualify the participant 
based on the severity of the circumstances.  

• Affecbng or acacking other parbcipants during the compebbon. 
• Providing false informabon on the registrabon form and contract. 
• Severe lateness that affects the compebbon schedule. 
• Failure to submit music on the day of the compebbon. 
• Serious violabon of the prohibited moves in the amateur and semi-pro groups. 
• Nudity or exposure of any kind. 
• Wearing bikini or G-string 
• Wearing oueit with studio name or sponsoring unit or cooperabon   

 
 


